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Abstract
True to his motto, “Don’t pretend to know what you don’t know,”
Kongzi was reasonably aloof from talking about anything outside the
empirical world. One consequence of his reticence has been that
Confucianism has avoided becoming a religion and has preserved a clear
demarcation between what is known in Kantian philosophy as the
empirical realm and the transcendent realm. Since Zisi 子思 and Mengzi,
two of his followers made efforts to build a Confucianism with an
emphasis on kinship, later generations of Confucians have sought to
establish transcendent foundations for human morality in notions of
heavenly morality and obligation, thereby transgressing Kongzi’s strict
demarcation between the empirical realm and transcendent realm, as well
as spoiling the rationalism of the original Confucianism. A modern
Confucianism which is able to dialogue with the world could be
established through the removal of the later Confucian dogmatism and a
restoration of Kongzi’s Confucianism.
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1
The so-called “guai li luan shen 怪力亂神” (fantastical entities, feats of
strength, disorder, and supernatural beings) in the Analects generally refer
to those preposterous things that cannot be verified by empirical
observation. Kongzi 孔子 never talked about these kinds of things
actively, and tended to sidestep or interpret them with logic according to
experiential facts whenever asked about them. These situations are also
recorded in other early texts besides the Analects. For instance:
Duke Ai 哀公 asked Kongzi: “I heard that Kui 夔 has only one foot. Is
that right?” Kongzi said: “Kui is a person, and why is he characterized as
having only one foot? Actually he has nothing different, but knows music
well. So Yao says that Kui is competent by himself, and gives him the
position of attuning music. So we say that having one person such as Kui
is enough, not that Kui has one foot.”1)

Giving rational interpretations to old myths and legends is one of the
characteristics of Kongzi’s teaching. In this way, Kongzi can be said not
to give credence to “fantastical entities, feats of strength, disorder, and
supernatural beings.”2) This sentence is frequently cited as the basis of
Kongzi’s exclusion of mysticism and preference for rationality. If we
analyze the interpretation of this sentence throughout Confucian history
from an epistemological viewpoint, what can we get from it?
The term “ru 儒” (scholar-related) is widely understood to refer to a
kind of profession before it became a kind of theory or school: “Some
scholars in modern times assert that the predecessors of Confucians were
always spiritualists, historians, prayers, and augurs. During in the period
of Spring and Autumn of social upheaval, Confucians lost their original
positions, and began to make a living as ‘helping about the rituals’
(xiangli 相禮) for their familiarity of rituals.”3) It is worth noting that the
tasks of the “spiritualists, historians, prayers, and augurs” that they
replaced were very closely related to those fantastical entities, feats of
strength, disorder, and supernatural beings which Kongzi had dismissed,
so why would these Confucians be silent when it came to their
1) Han Feizi, 33.2.
2) Lunyu, 7:21.
3) Hu, Zhongguo dabaike quanshu: Zhexue, 73.
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relationship with these preposterous phenomena? It is largely because in
the great historical change during the Yin and Zhou dynasties, the rulers
in early Zhou transformed many of the religious tendencies which
characterized the Yin dynasty, during which people respected and “served
the gods, with the ghosts going before rituals, and penalties before
rewards.4)” Instead, they changed religious rituals into secular rites with
carefully formed procedures, and proscribed ethical duties, such as
showing respect for parents and the honorable, so that it could be said
of them that “Zhou people respected rituals and execution, serving ghosts
and gods while keeping away from them.”5) Kongzi asserted that “The
Zhou dynasty learned a lot from the cultural heritage of the Xia and
Shang dynasties and I worship the Zhou dynasty because of its
prosperous cultural achievements,6)” which demonstrates his own
adherence to this humanistic spirit. Not only did the titles and positions
alter during the transition from spiritualists, historians, prayers, and augurs
in ancient times to Confucians as xiangli in the pre-Qin period, but so
did the concepts and beliefs surrounding the observance of these rituals.
These changes were most reflected in the sacrifice rites. Although
sacrifice was originally directed towards the ghosts and gods, the
Analects records that “When one is giving offerings, it seemed that the
gods are present. Kongzi says: I do not give offerings myself, I feel that
the sacrifice rite is not implemented at all.”7) The emphasis here is not
laid on the objects of sacrifice, but on the living people who perform the
sacrifice as subjects. People today pay respect to the predecessors at their
tombs on the qingming 淸明 day (tomb-sweeping day) not because they
are gods, but as a way of expressing their sadness and cherishing the
memory of their ancestors. Does this mean that we should regard
Kongzi as an atheist then? It is unclear. On the one hand, he refuses to
acknowledge the spirits, while at the same time, he does not deny the
possibility of their existence. The word “seem” leaves great space for
imagination. In the Doctrine of the Mean, Kongzi is quoted as saying:
“The virtue of the ghosts and gods is great. It cannot be seen when
looked at, cannot be heard when listened to, but it is felt without leaving
anything out. Everyone on earth wears splendid attire to sacrifice and it
seemd that the ghosts and gods are above their heads and with them.”8)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Liji, ch. 32.
Liji, ch. 32.
Lunyu, 3.14
Lunyu, 3.14
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Note still the persistence and effect of the work “like” here, in regards
to ghosts and gods as the objects that cannot be described.
This kind of equivocal expression can be seen everywhere in the
Analects. For instance, “Jilu 季路 asked about serving the ghosts and gods,
Kongzi said: How can you serve the ghosts before serving people?’ Jilu
asked again: ‘How about death?’ Kongzi replied: ‘How can you know death
before knowing life?’”9) Kongzi neither answered the question about whether
the ghosts and gods exist, nor replied to the question whether people have
spirits after death. He kept silent to these questions about fantastical entities,
feats of strength, disorder, and spiritual beings without referring to them face
to face. In this light, when Fanchi 樊遲 asked about wisdom, Kongzi said:
“Civilizing the common people and respecting the ghosts and gods while
keeping away from them is the so-called wisdom.”10) As the first teacher in
Chinese history, Kongzi was very careful and discreet with his study,
advising others that wisdom consists of “Admit[ting] what one really
understands and what one does not know.” 11)The implication is that
therefore there’s no need to discuss such things as the ghosts and gods which
humans cannot truly understand.
In addition to fantastical entities, feats of strength, disorder, and
spiritual beings, Kongzi seldom talked about tian 天 (heaven), dao 道
(Way), xing 性 (human nature), and ming 命 (fate or mandate). Despite
his use of the term in phrases like “how can Hengtui 桓魋 deal with me
if heaven endows virtue in me,”12) and “how can the Kuang 匡 people
deal with me if heaven does not lose its elegance,”13) his use of the
rhetorical question “could I deceive heaven?”14), and his claims that
“what I negate is also what heaven negates”15) and “it is only the
heaven that is so great and lofty,”16) when taken on balance these
sentimental words alone cannot confirm the existence or personality of
heaven in Kongzi’s thought. In the passages just cited, Kongzi’s
references to heaven are little more than usages of a kind of common
expression or widespread belief that provides rhetorical power to his
8) Zhongyong, ch. 16.
9) Lunyu, 11.12.
10) Lunyu, 6.22.
11) Lunyu, 2.17.
12) Lunyu, 7.23.
13) Lunyu, 9.5.
14) Lunyu, 9.12.
15) Lunyu, 6.28.
16) Lunyu, 8.19.
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claims in a shorthand way. Kongzi himself does not appear to deem the
expression or belief as universal knowledge that can be propagated and
popularized. So Kongzi says: “Do not impute the faults to heaven or to
others. Study downward and achieve upward. It is only heaven that
knows me.”17) For Kongzi, belief has only personal validity and cannot
be taught to others. This is why he remarks to Zigong that “I want to
say nothing.” When Zigong worries about this, he says: “What does
heaven say? The four seasons just turn around, and myriad things just
grow.”18) For Kongzi, heaven is no more than an invisible belief and
discipline that cannot be described or formed, not a god of personality
that can intervene in people’s lives in any real way. Thus Zigong claims:
“Master’s articles can be heard, but his words about xing 性 and tiandao
天道 cannot be heard.”19) Education can be used only to teach people
knowledge, but it cannot force beliefs which cannot be confirmed upon
the educated, otherwise it would turn out to be a sermon.
Though Kongzi does speak about dao, he never makes it
mysterious, but always refers to ordinary experience, as in the following
phrases: “An bachelor [a member of a particular social class in ancient
China located between senior officials and the common people] who
makes his mind on dao while feeling ashamed about his poor clothes
and food is not worthy of discourse”20); “since my dao is making no
headway, I shall get upon a raft and float out to sea”21); “if I heard dao
in the morning, I would rather die this evening.”22) Dao here refers to
the standard or norm of being a person able to “serve the father at
home and serve the king at court,”23) so it is the norm of people instead
of heaven. In the 13th chapter of The Doctrine of the Mean, Kongzi is
quoted as saying “Dao is never far from people. If people following dao
keep away from others, they could not do dao.” 24)Zengzi’s 曾子
interpretation was that “Master’s dao is nothing but zhong and shu.”25)
For Kongzi, we can only practice the dao of everyday ethics in an
experiential domain, the transcendent “Tiandao” cannot and should not be
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)

Lunyu, 14.35.
Lunyu, 17.19.
Lunyu, 5.13.
Lunyu, 4.9.
Lunyu, 5.7.
Lunyu, 4.8.
Lunyu, 17.9.
Zhongyong, ch. 13.
Lunyu, 4.15.
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talked about.
Holding to this principle, Kongzi never sits in judgment on human
nature. He never claims directly that it is good or bad, saying only that
“Human nature is similar, but conventions are far different.”26) In the
Analects, Kongzi mentions ming 命 five times, stating that “one cannot
be an exemplary person without knowing ming,”27) asserting that “I know
tianming 天命 at 50,” 28)noting that “it is ming that he dies for the
disease,”29) and that “it is ming that dao goes and stops.”30) Generally
speaking, the first ming means shiming 使命 (mandate), while the other
usages of the word refer to an emotion of fatalism that relates only to
personal belief. This is especially clear in “Ji’shi (季氏)”: “The exemplary
people have three fears: tianming, great people, and the sage’s words” 31)
Whether or not one is afraid of tianming becomes a line of demarcation
between exemplary and petty men. However, one has the right to choose
whether to become an exemplary person or not. There is no inevitable
command to supplant personal choice. In the last analysis, Kongzi’s
interpretation of ming related only to belief rather than knowledge, just
as it is in regards to his understanding of tian 天, dao 道, and xing 性.
The most difficult and important concept in Kongzi’s thoughts is that of
ren 仁 which is not at all mysterious. For Kongzi’s successors, “Ren refers to
loving people”32) and “filial piety and brotherly giving-in is the root of ren.”33)
In antiquity, the son’s love for his father was called filial piety (xiao 孝), and
a younger brother’s love for his elder brother was called brotherly giving-in (di
悌). Ren can be interpreted as nothing more than the ethical relations founded
on the proper affinity between parents and their offspring, without any religious
emotion or metaphysical meaning. Kongzi’s thoughts and words are generally
plain and warm-hearted, instead of mysterious and speculative. He makes an
effort to construct an ethics permeated with personal experience instead of
theology or metaphysics.
In sum, Kongzi’s ideas for pursuing knowledge could be generalized
like this: “Four behaviors are refused by Kongzi: not foregoing conclusions,

26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)

Lunyu, 17.2.
Lunyu, 20.3.
Lunyu, 2.4.
Lunyu, 6.10.
Lunyu, 14.16.
Lunyu, 16:8.
Mengzi, 4A2.
Lunyu, 1.2.2.
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no arbitrary necessities, no obstinacy, and not sticking to one’s own ideas”
34). These behaviors reflect both a viewpoint about experiential reality and a
proper attitude to the world of beliefs. For Kongzi, our understanding of
experiential reality should be based on facts without false presumptions or
indiscreet judgments, while our attitude to the world of beliefs should be
one of respect for others’ choices, not a desire to bend the world to accord
with our own will. Kongzi’s plain words contain a standard for knowledge,
the freedom of belief, and many precious resources which are still of great
use in our contemporary age. However, the situation of Confucian thought
changed a great deal after Kongzi.

2
According to xianxue 顯學, the 50th chapter of the Hanfeizi: “Ever since
Kongzi died, there has been Confucians of Zizhang 子張, Zisi 子思, Yan shi
顏氏, Mengzi, Qidiao shi 漆雕氏, Zhongliang shi 仲良氏, Sun shi 孫氏,
Lezheng shi 樂正氏.” 35)Although Xunzi 荀子 counts Mengzi and Zisi
together, regarding them as sequentially derived from the same origin , the
point is clear, namely that Confucian thought devolved into competing
schools and interpretations. From this it is clear to see that some men
follow the model of the ancient kings in a fragmentary way, but fail to
understand its guiding principles. Still their abilities are manifold, their
memory great, and their experience and knowledge both varied and broad.
They have initiated a theory for which they claim great antiquity, calling it
the Five Processes theory. Peculiar and unreasonable in the extreme, it lacks
proper logical categories. Mysterious and enigmatic, it lacks a satisfactory
theoretical basis. Esoteric and laconic in its statements, it lacks adequate
explanations. To give their propositions a cloak of respectability and to win
respect and veneration for them, they claim that these words represent the
genuine thought of Kongzi, the great gentleman of the past. Zisi provided
the tune for them, and Mengzi harmonized it. Some indecisive, deluded ru
儒 of today enthusiastically welcome these notions, unaware that they are
false. They pass on what they have received, believing that, on account of
these theories, Kongzi and Ziyou 子遊 will be highly esteemed by later
generations. It is Zisi and Mengzi that are to be blamed for this situation.36)
34) Lunyu, 9.4.
35) Han Feizi, ch. 50.
36) Xunzi, 3.6.
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That is the origin of “the school of Zisi and Mengzi”. As a Confucian,
Xunzi’s words should be respected as trustworthy. However, it is a pity that
all 23 chapters of Zisizi 子思子 mentioned in the Record of Literature and
Arts in the Hanshu 漢書 have been lost since the Tang dynasty, since this
loss radically damages our efforts to better understand Kongzi.
Sima Qian 司馬遷 points out in the “Gentlefolk of Kongzi” chapter
in the Shiji 史記 that “Zisi composed the Doctrine of the Mean.”37)
Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 in the Han dynasty, Lu Deming 陸德明, Kong Yingda
孔穎達 in the Tang dynasty, and Cheng Hao 程顥, Cheng Yi 程頤, Zhu
Xi 朱熹 in the Song dynasty all held that the Doctrine of the Mean was
composed by Zisi, and that from it Zisi’s thoughts can be determined
and explored. In contrast to Kongzi’s avoiding “xing and tiandao”, the
Doctrine of the Mean begins with the notion that “the mandate of tian is
called xing, going according to xing is called dao, and cultivating dao is
called education.”38) In this way, at attempt is made to base Confucian
ethical education on xing and tiandao. The 12th chapter of the Doctrine
of the Mean says: “Exemplary people’s proper path starts from husband
and wife, and culminates with perception of heaven and earth. …. It is
through cheng (sincerity) that can make the most of one’s nature, then
the nature of myriad things, and then one can take part in transforming
and nourishing heaven and earth and correspond with it.” 39)The 24th
chapter says:
It is the characteristic of the utmost sincerity to be able to foreknow. When
a state and family is about to flourish, there are sure to be happy omens.
When it is about to perish, there are sure to be unlucky omens. Such
events are seen in the milfoil and tortoise, and affect the movements of the
four limbs. When calamity and happiness is about to come, the good shall
certainly be foreknown by him, and the evil also. Therefore the person
possessed of the most complete sincerity is like a spirit.40)

The 29th chapter says: “So exemplary people’s proper path roots in
him, and identifies itself in the mass; it can be investigated from the
ancient kings, can construct the world between heaven and earth without
violation, and can be inquired by spirits and ghosts without doubt. That
is the so-called knowing the heaven.”41) The 32nd chapter says: “It is
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)

Shiji 47.17.
Zhongyong,
Zhongyong,
Zhongyong,
Zhongyong,

ch.
ch.
ch.
ch.

1.
12.
22.
29.
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only the utmost sincerity that can set the basis and regulate the great
path on the earth under heaven. It can also know the transforming and
nourishing of earth and heaven. What should we rely on? Only ren can
be our reliance. How earnest one’s benevolence (ren) was! How deep
and still the abyss is! How vast and mighty the heaven is!”42) The 31st
chapter says: “Therefore his fame overspreads the Middle Kingdom, and
extends to all barbarous tribes. Wherever ships and carriages reach;
wherever the strength of man penetrates; wherever the heavens
overshadow and the earth sustains; wherever the sun and moon shine;
wherever frosts and dews fall: all who have blood and breath unfeignedly
honor and love him. Hence it is said that he is the equal of heaven.”43)
In this light, all the extraordinary things, feats of strength, disorder,
spiritual beings, and tian, dao, xing, ming become the theoretical
foundation upon which Zisi elaborates Confucian ethics, thus leading to
his claim that virtue (Ren) is “the equal of heaven”.
In 1993 some important texts dealing with Confucian thought were
excavated in Guodian 郭店, Hubei province. These texts included Zi Yi
緇衣, wuxing 五行, Zun de yi 尊德義, Xing zi ming chu 性自命出, and
Liu de 六德. Most scholars hold these texts as rooted in Zisi’s thought.
Actually, the content of these texts have a number of connections with
the Doctrine of the Mean. For instance, “Xing derives from ming, and
ming comes from tian” in Xing zi ming chu is not unlike the similar
claim in The Doctrine of the Mean that “the mandate of tian is called
xing, going according to xing is called dao, and cultivating dao is called
education.” in the 1st chapter of the Doctrine of the Mean, and the style
of Zun de yi is also similar to that of the Doctrine of the Mean. This
seems to further verify the thoughts of Zisi.
Zisi is a direct descendent of Kongzi (his grandson), and his later
years belonged to the Warring States Period. Mengzi, who learned from
a disciple of Zisi, lived in the middle of Warring States Period. Gu
Yanwu 顧炎武 has compared the difference between the “Spring and
Autumn Period” and the “Warring States Period”: “Rituals and trust were
still respected in the Spring and Autumn Period while they are not
mentioned in the seven states. Funerals and other affairs like fortune and
misfortune were informed to each other in Spring and Autumn, but they
are not heard any more in Warring States Period. States do not have

42) Zhongyong, ch. 32.
43) Zhongyong, ch. 31.
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fixed associations, and scholars do not have definite masters. These
transformations took place for 133 years.” 44) The merging of states, the
intensification of punitive expeditions, and the annexation of the central
plains to minorities all led to breaking the kin and clan networks which
had previously existed and weakening the familial bonds which had been
so important for social cohesion. In this situation, founding social ethics
on consanguineous relationship seems to be out of date. Consequently,
Mengzi searched for a deeper foundation for Confucian theories after
Zisi, finding it ultimately in a conception of human nature which was
initially absent in Kongzi’s teachings.
If it is still too broad to say that “the mandate of tian is called
xing, going according to xing is called dao” in the Doctrine of the
Mean, Mengzi further proposes that “Xing is originally good”. How does
Mengzi prove that human being’s xing is good? First he uses the
metaphor as the method:
Gaozi 告子 says: “Xing is like rushing water, rushing to east when
breached at the east, and to west when breached at the west.” Mengzi says:
“Water indeed does not differentiate between east and west. Does it
differentiate between up and down? Human’s Xing is good, just like water
goes down. There is no one that is not good, just like there is no water
that does not go down.”45)

The second method he uses is illustration:
Anyone has a heart that cannot bear others’ misery, in that when any
person has a sense of fright and sympathy when he sees a child falling
into a well. That is neither for associating with the child’s parents, nor for
obtaining reputation among neighbors and friends, nor for disliking the
child’s cry.46)

Mengzi’s concept of xing has had a profound influence on subsequent
Confucian thought. However, speaking epistemologically, metaphor can
only explain something, not prove it; and illustration can only indicate
probable knowledge, not necessary truths. For example, Mengzi can use
the example that “there is no water that does not go down” to explain
that “there is no one that is not good”, while Xunzi can also use a
similar metaphor to explain “there is no one that is not bad”; Mengzi
44) Gu, Rizhilu, 13.1.
45) Mengzi, 6A1.
46) Mengzi, 2A1.
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can use the instance that “a person sees a child dropping in a well” to
infer that “human’s xing is good”, and Xunzi can also use an opposite
instance to demonstrate that “human’s xing is bad.” Actually, it is not
uncommon that we see two children fighting for a toy. Can we prove
that human’s xing is bad from that instance?
Mengzi uses this far-fetched method to strive to prove that “human
nature (xing) is good” in order to found the moral standard set by
Kongzi upon the basis of human nature. He continues from the example
of “a child falling into a well” to the four virtues of benevolence,
righteousness, ritual propriety, and wisdom. They are founded on the four
ends, he claims, which refer to the sense of sympathy, the sense of
shame, the sense of reverence, and the sense of right and wrong. 47)For
Mengzi, the four ends are founded on a human being’s good nature, as
determined by tian and ming:
He who has exhausted all his mental constitution knows his nature.
Knowing his nature, he knows heaven. To preserve one’s mental
constitution, and nourish one’s nature, is the way to serve heaven. When
neither a premature death nor long life causes a man any
double-mindedness, but he waits in the cultivation of his personal character
for whatever issue; this is the way in which he establishes his
heaven-ordained being.48)

In this way, the concepts tian, dao, xing and ming, all of which
had been evaded by Kongzi, become hot topics for Mengzi; Kongzi’s
experiential ethics seem to find a transcendental basis in Mengzi’s
thought. If we review Xunzi’s criticism of Mengzi, a more in-depth
understanding can be obtained about the sentences that “peculiar and
unreasonable in the extreme, it lacks proper logical categories; mysterious
and enigmatic, it lacks a satisfactory theoretical basis; esoteric and
laconic in its statements, it lacks adequate explanations.” However, these
mysterious remarks that can neither be proved nor falsified were
developed even further by Confucians in the Han Dynasty.
As a representative of Confucian thought in the Han Dynasty, Dong
Zhongshu 董仲舒 tries to bring Confucian ethics founded on family
consanguinity into a cosmic mode of “correspondence of heaven and
man.” He does this in order to adapt to his contemporaneous political
situation of “big unification”. Dong proposes that “the great root of dao
47) Mengzi, 6A1.
48) Mengzi, 7A1.
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comes from tian. Tian does not change, and neither does dao.”49) For
Dong, tian not only has permanent existence, but is also a master that
has personality. Taking it even further, he claims that tian is not only a
natural dominator, but also the root of ethics.
The command of tian is called destiny that cannot run without the saint;
modesty is called xing that cannot attain an achievement without education;
human want is called emotion that cannot be restricted without institutions.
So the king is cautious in carrying tian’s mandate in conformance of
destination, and deals with education to cultivate people’s nature; he
appropriates institutions and laws, discriminates the order of up and down
to control human’s want; if the three are done, the great root is set.50)

Elsewhere, Dong would claim that “Only the son of heaven gets his
destination from tian, and people under heaven get their destination from
the son of heaven.”51) In this way, both the validity and immutability of
ethics could find their roots in tian. Further, Dong Zhongshu brings
yin-yang and Five Elements theory into the logical relation of heaven and
human, and asserts both that “heaven and man have yin-yang” and that
“master and minister, father and son, husband and wife all take the path
of Yin-Yang.”52) At the same time, Dong matches the five elements of
Metal, Wood, Water, Fire and Earth with the five general virtues of
Humaneness, Righteousness, Ritual Propriety, Wisdom and Trust, and
with the spatial orientations of east, west, north, south and center. Since
Earth is in the center, it embodies the sovereign position of imperial
power during a period of “Big Unification.”
If Dong Zhongshu’s cosmic mode of “correspondence between
heaven and man” still seems a little coarse, the moral metaphysics that
Neo-Confucians endeavored to build is much more elegant. The founder
of Neo-Confucianism, Zhou Dunyi 周敦頤, wrote a book tiled Taiji tu
shuo 太極圖說 in order to build a theoretical mode of “harmony between
heaven and man” which would fuse nature and morality together:
The Non-ultimate is also the Great Ultimate. When the Great Ultimate is
brought into action, yang is derived. When the activity reaches its climax, it
becomes inactive. And yin is thus derived. When the inactivity reaches its
climax, the activity returns. The activity and inactivity alternate and

49)
50)
51)
52)

Ban, Hanshu, 56.26.
Ban, Hanshu, 56.26.
Dong, Chunqiu fanlu, ch. 11.
Dong, Chunqiu fanlu, ch. 57.
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constitute the root of each other. By the distinction between yin and yang,
the Two Modes (heaven and earth) are thus established. And by the change
of yang and the coordination of yin, water, fire, wood, metal and earth are
generated. With the proper arrangement of the emanative material elements,
then four seasons come to run. The Five Elements integrate into yin and
yang. The yin and yang integrate into the Great Ultimate. And the Great
Ultimate is originally the Non-ultimate. When the Five Elements are
generated, each of them gains its specific nature. The reality of the
Non-ultimate and the essence of the Two and the Five mysteriously
combine and coagulate. Due to the dao of qian 乾, the male come into
being; due to that of kun 坤, the female come into being. The interaction
between the two emanative material forces (yin and yang) transforms and
produces myriad things, and the myriad things produce and reproduce,
resulting in endless changes and transformations. It is man alone who gets
the highest excellence in this transformation; therefore he is the most
intelligent among creatures. Now that his physical body is already formed,
his spirit begins to be conscious. In response to the action of the Five
Elements in their natures, the good and the evil are distinguished, and the
ten thousand affairs of human society take place. The sages settle these
affairs by the doctrines of the mean, justice, benevolence, and righteousness
and lay emphasis on tranquility. In this way they establish the very
standard for human being. Therefore, the sages’ character is identical with
that of heaven and earth; their brilliance is identical with that of the sun
and the moon; their scheduled actions are identical with those of the four
seasons; and their fortunes are identical with those of the spiritual beings.53)

The cosmic mode of complementation of yin and yang, together
with the prevalence of Five Elements, unifies the natural thing-in-itself
and the ethical spirit together in the form of self-generating, self-negating,
self-developing, self-externalizing and self-returning. Cheng Yi generalizes
it simply: “It is ming in heaven, li 理 in righteousness, Nature in the
human, Heart in human’s body, all of which are actually one thing.”54)
Zhu Xi inherited the thoughts of Cheng Yi and Cheng Hao and
formed a large systematic philosophy by assimilating a number of other
schools of thought, including Buddhism and Daoism. First, Zhu
maintained that the essence of the world is li, or dao, taiji 太極. For
Zhu, li is the metaphysics that goes ahead of natural and social
phenomenon, and it is prior to qi 氣. This priority is not that of
chronological order, but that of logical order: the myriad things have
their li that cannot exist independent of qi. “Li never separates itself
from qi. However, li is metaphysical and qi is physical. In respect of the
distinction between ‘beyond the forms’ and ‘below the forms’,(‘beyond

53) Zhou Dunyi ji, 3-11.
54) ErCheng yishu ch. 18.
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the forms’ means ‘being metaphysical’ and ‘below the forms’ means
‘being physical’) how could we suppose that there is no distinction of
priority and posterity between them?”55)
Zhu also considered li to be both a natural and an ethical principle.
“Myriad things all have li that comes from the same root, but its uses are
different in that its different positions.”56) No matter whether it is natural
phenomenon or social principle, it partakes the cosmic thing-in-itself in the
form of “one Principle and its multiple manifestation” (li yi fen shu 理一分
殊). Finally, through the process of editing the Four Books he valued the
thought of “obtaining knowledge lies in the investigation of things, for
knowledge comes when things are investigated” in the Great Learning. Zhu
Xi also maintained that people can realize transcendental knowledge
through experiential phenomena, and that they are capable of finally
understanding the mystery of li. Zhu Xi says:
By obtaining knowledge lying in the investigation of things, we mean that
investigating things to inquire its li thoroughly if we want to obtain our
knowledge. Everyone’s heart has the ability of obtaining knowledge, and
everything under heaven has its li. As li has not been inquired thoroughly
that knowledge has not been obtained. So in the Great Learning, learning
man should keep in investigating myriad things under heaven through li that
is already known till its utmost. People commit themselves to the
investigation for a long time until everything is suddenly seen in a clear
light, thus both the outside and inside, and the concentrate and roughage of
things could be reached, and entire knowledge of our hearts could be
completely obtained. That is investigation of things, and the thoroughly
obtained knowledge.57)

As opposed to the path followed by Cheng Zhu lixue 程朱理學 in
which ethical principles are sought in outside cosmic thing-in-itself
through the method of investigating things and obtaining knowledge, Lu
Wang xinxue 陸王心學 proposes that cosmic spirits should be appreciated
through the heart’s internal nature. The Four Sentence of Wang
Yangming 王陽明 reads: “It is no good or bad of the root of heart,
while the good and bad comes into being with the tendency of will.
Knowing what is good and bad is called intuition, and doing the good
while dispelling the bad is called investigation of things.”58) In Wang
Yangming’s view, intuition in the heart is the standard of judging good
55)
56)
57)
58)

Zhuzi
Zhuzi
Zhuzi
Wang

yulei. 1, 2.
yulei. 18, 398.
quanshu 6, 526.
Yangming quanji, 117.
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and bad, and that of tianli; under the domination of tianli and intuition,
people’s behavior of doing good and dispelling bad comprises the
investigation of things. Departing from the subjective idealistic path,
Wang Yangming even derives the conclusion of “nothing exists outside
the heart” and “no li exists outside the heart,” claiming that: “The heart
is the dominator of body. It is the reason why eyes can see, why ears
can hear, and why mouth and four limbs can say and move. … Every
sensation comes from the heart.”59). Elsewhere, he writes: “It is the heart
that makes heaven and earth to find their position, and myriad things get
nurtured. There is nothing outside our heart” 60). For Wang, the heart is
not only the supreme dominator, but also provides the universal principle
for social ethics.
In general, from “the school of Zisi-Mengzi” in the period of
warring states, through Confucianist thought in the Han dynasty
represented by Dong Zhongshu and into the Neo-Confucianism which
flourished during the Song and the Ming dynasties, Confucians continued
making efforts to develop their metaphysical thinking in order to find a
basis for a cosmic ontology or Heart-Nature thing-in-itself within an
ethical system originally founded on patriarchal kinship. Their efforts
have been largely conducted outside of the tradition of “Kongzi not
talking about extraordinary things, feats of strength, disorder, and spiritual
beings” and “Kongzi seldom talking about tian, dao, xing and ming.”
Instead, metaphysical category of li, qi, tian, dao, xin, xing, ming, the
spirit, intuition, intuitive ability, wuji, and taiji have become the hot
topics that people fall over themselves in thinking about and speculating
on. People today often highly value novelty, changes of direction in
thought, no matter how well founded. Some says that this tendency fits
into the social needs of the day, and some hold that it achieves the high
level of rational speculation. However, whether a thought seems to fit the
present situation is one thing, and whether it accords with a theoretical
standard or stands the examination of time is another thing. The danger
of believing that the Neo-Confucianism of the Song and Ming dynasties
represents the climax of Chinese philosophical thinking leads to the
arrogation of rationality, and it is important that this belief, and the
tenets of Neo-Confucianism more generally, be subjected to an
investigation under the platform of “critical philosophy.”

59) Wang Yangming quanji, 119.
60) Wang Yangming quanji, 239.
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3
The so-called “critical philosophy” is a special appellation of Kantian
philosophy. In contrast to Confucian theory, which starts from ethical
experience, Western philosophy first pays attention to “primordium,”
attempting to inquire into the nature of what substance, being, or forces
integrate the complicated objective world. Philosophers in ancient Greece
proposed various views on the central question: Thales asserted that the
world originated in Water; Anaximenes thought that it was Air;
Heraclitus held that it was Fire; Empedocles credited the Four Elements
of water, fire, earth, and air; Anaxagoras saw the origin in Seed;
Leucippus and Democritus founded substance upon what they called
Atom, Pythagoras made a case for Number; Parmenides and Zeno saw
the origin as Existence; and Socrates and Plato made a case for Logos.
Faced with a situation in which these several views argued with and
criticized each other without conclusion or consensus, the 18th century
philosopher Immanuel Kant suggested that instead of criticizing others’
thoughts, we should first criticize ourselves, reflecting on human
rationality to see whether it is even capable of satisfactorily resolving the
metaphysical question of the world’s origin. This inquiry into our
epistemological ability and the limit of human rationality is what is often
referred to as Kantian “critical philosophy.”
How does human knowledge come into being? Kant says:
“Understanding cannot intuit, and sensibility cannot think. Only when the
two combines, knowledge can come into being.”61) In Kant’s opinion,
human arrive at knowledge only by first obtaining experiential material in
time and space, and then bring that experienced data into logical
categories through their capacity for understanding. However, as objects
like cosmic originality and the primordium of myriad things do not exist
in time and space, they cannot be experienced by our sensibility, we
cannot be properly said to be capable of obtaining any knowledge about
them. “Because the principles it uses transcend the limit of experience,
and are not examined by experience, this argumentation that has lost its
battlefield is called metaphysics.”62) In this light, in Kant’s view, because
they remain firmly impervious to experience, ancient people’s viewpoints
about ontology are nothing but dogmatism. That is, asserting emphatically
61) Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 73.
62) Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 3.
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that the originality of the world is Water, Fire, Earth, Air, Seed, Logos,
Existence, etc. is only the result of self-important human rationality.
If we judge by Kant’s theory, the cosmic ontology that Zisi and
Mengzi make efforts in building is no more than metaphysics, and taking
the cosmic originality as li, qi, dao, xin, wuji, or taiji is the so-called
dogmatism. Some may say that Neo-Confucianism does not always
exclude sensory experience; for example, Zhu Xi emphasizes “liyi fenshu”
(one Principle and its multiple manifestations) and “investigating things to
obtain knowledge.” Indeed, Zhu Xi has used the metaphor of “the moon
cutting its image in myriad rivers” in Chan Buddhism to illustrate the
principle of “liyi fenshu”, and maintains that people could arrive at
transcendental li by traveling through experiential phenomenon. Though
we may acknowledge the beauty or even cleverness of this metaphor, it
remains the case that metaphors can but explain, not prove a claim, just
like we cannot prove “every human is good” by resorting to the
argument that “water must go down.” Likewise, “Liyi fenshu” is physical
phenomenon, while “Liyi fenshu” tries to explain physical phenomenon in
metaphysical Tianli. Zhu Xi asserts:
Heaven is up, and earth is down. Between heaven and earth there are
myriad things like sun and moon, mountains and rivers, human beings and
animals, etc. They are all concrete and material stuff, in which principles
exist separately, and that is the metaphysical dao. The so-called
investigating thing refers to inquire the metaphysical principle to the utmost
through the material stuffs.”63)

Here Zhu Xi makes it explicitly clear that experiential physical
phenomenon is only significant as a means to understand a deeper
reality, as a point of access into the transcendental world, so that his
theory, though more elegant, does not differ in its essence from that put
forward by Dong Zhongshu. Kant points out even more soberly: “Every
separate experience is only part of the whole experiential area; while the
absolute whole of all the possible experience is not one experience.”64)
The implication of Kant’s assertion is that we cannot hope to obtain the
principle of tianli through investigating things in experiential phenomenon,
nor can we obtain the principles of human ethics merely from a
thorough investigation of natural phenomenon. That is why Wang
Yangming fails in obtaining li from the investigation of bamboo. In the
63) Zhuzi yulei 62, 1496.
64) Kant, Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics, 104.
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last analysis, it is because that Neo-Confucians wants to find infinite
transcendental basis for a limited experiential value system that they
endeavor to link physics and metaphysics by founding the latter on the
basis of the former.
Influenced by Kantian “critical philosophy,” “analytical philosophy”
has become the mainstream of western philosophy. As a western
philosophical trend characterized by the careful, sustained analysis of
language, “analytical philosophy” first treats philosophical propositions
with linguistic analysis in order to exclude metaphysics through
eliminating pseudo-propositions. For instance, the Logical Empiricism
School follows the Kantian viewpoint of dividing valid propositions into
analytical and synthetic propositions, emphasizing that all synthetic
judgments are based on experience. In such a system, judgments have
epistemological meaning only when they fit the principles of verifiability,
testability, and accountability; because metaphysical propositions are
neither analytical nor synthetic, and can neither be proved nor falsified,
they are essentially reduced to being pseudo-propositions of nonsense. In
this light, the pseudo-propositions disposed of in such fashion include not
only the various proposals made by ancient Greek philosophers briefly
detailed earlier, but also the notions of tian, dao, xing and ming
proposed by ancient Chinese scholars and from which Confucian ethics
come from. This is also why they cannot persuade each other, just like
Mengzi cannot convince Xunzi of his “doctrine of good human nature.”
If pseudo-propositions develop as they please and can neither be
categorically proven or refuted, people may propose more omnifarious
views, while no reliable conclusion can be reached.
Influenced by analytical philosophy, some Western philosophers began
to change their interests from the exterior physical and interior
psychological world to language itself. For some structuralist philosophers,
each symbol has two parts, the signans and the designatum. The former
refers to the symbol’s discernable form, which the latter refers to the
precise meanings of the symbol’s content. However, for the ancient creator
of dogmatism, the signans must be regarded as is sliding, and the
designatum as functionally empty. For example, Thales’s idea of ‘Water’ is
absolutely not H2O in physical meaning; Zhang Zai’s qi is not hydrogen,
nitrogen or oxygen. In regards to logos, taiyi, wuji and taiji, all are
nameless, unutterable signans. In the same token, no matter whether what is
pointed to is Originality, Existence, the Thing-in-itself, tiandao, or xin, xing,
ming, li, it is still empty designatum. Using a nameless and unutterable
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signans to refer to an empty designatum is tantamount to tautology of
nonsense. Who can know how “wuji and taiji” occur? Who can know what
“the mandate of tian is called xing” means?
In the 20th century, phenomenology complemented this linguistic
turn. Viewed from the standpoint of the German philosopher Edmund
Husserl, since we cannot obtain any valid knowledge about world
ontology, phenomenon is the last resort on which knowledge can be
founded. For Husserl, no matter whether we speak of an objective
ontology or a subjective idea, it cannot constitute pure knowledge outside
of phenomena, and should be suspended in brackets, a process which is
often referred to as “the phenomenological reduction.” This method looks
a lot like Kongzi’s “leaving the question open.” Of course, Kongzi
neither knew the method of the phenomenological or the eidetic
reduction. He does not talk about extraordinary things, feats of strength,
disorder, spiritual beings and tian, dao, xing, ming, in that he just leaves
the question open and politely keeps speculation at arm’s length when
faced with those irreducible preposterous objects. His is a sober attitude
of study that agrees with the most precise methods of inquiry.
As a student of Husserl’s, Martin Heidegger takes Dasein instead of
abstract existence as the concrete beings that can only be phenomenon. (I
can’t understand what this sentence is trying to say at all. Please explain
this sentence in Chinese.) While ancient philosophers tried to ordain
existence with concrete beings, (Confused again. Explain it in Chinese.)
and posed the wrong metaphysical question (namely, “What is
existence?”), thus incurring all sorts of strange statements such as
ascribing the origin of world to Water, Fire, Air, etc. Avoiding this trap,
Heidegger insists that existence is not only not any concrete being, but
also that it is not the genus nature of all beings, claiming: “If beings are
differentiated and connected by species, then being is not the definition
of the highest-level of beings: being is not species. The universality of
being transcends that of any species.”65) Thus, being is not only not
grounded in a recognizable physical substance like water, fire, or air, but
also not rooted in logos, Taiyi, or Absolute Spirit. Being is not an object
for us to recognize, nor can it be deduced from those objects. In this
way, Heidegger definitely cuts off the path that traditional ontology had
formerly pursued, holding the former as “ontology without root.”
Following this standard, both western philosophers’ inquiry for cosmic
65) Heidegger, Coming Back to the Foundation of Metaphysics, 2.
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origin and ancient Chinese’s quest for moral origin are included in
“ontology without root.” Obviously, the key here is not the difference
between eastern and western world, but that of ancient and modern time.
In a word, from the criticism to old metaphysics, to the abandoning
of dogmatism, from the analysis of pseudo-proposition to the clearance of
“ontology without root,” modern western philosophy brings traditional
metaphysics into epistemology. It does not aim to depreciate ancient
philosophers’ contribution, but to evade following a historical route which
leads to ruin. This important work has not yet been accomplished by
Chinese philosophers, however. Thus, instead of effectively ordering and
analyzing the accomplishments of ancient thinkers, we only perform some
superficial judgments, like singing their praises; facing academia abroad,
we always complain about the lack of dialogue without noticing that we
have not found the premise and terminology of the discourse.

4
In the 20th century, Modern New Confucianism has come after traditional
Confucianism. Arguably, the new form is supposed to be founded on a
newly theorized basis, actualizing the modern transformation of Confucian
study. However, Modern New Confucianism has neither reviewed the
historical reason that Confucian ethics came about within the context of
globalization, nor self-criticized the theoretical problems in Confucian
development under the premise of epistemology. It simply treats
Confucian cultural heritage with an attitude of “continuation of living
wisdom,” attempting to carry on Confucian theoretical construction in a
enhancing rather than a critical or interrogative spirit.
This approach brings up a number of questions. First, instead of
beginning to investigate the social historical conditions under which
Confucian ethics formed with Kongzi, they begin with the school of Zisi
and Mengzi and further ontologize Confucianism. Xiong Shili 熊十力
clearly points out in the beginning of his Xin weisshilun 新唯識論: “The
theory is created today to make those who want to inquire into
metaphysics appreciate that the ontology of myriad things neither stays
away from human heart, nor comes from epistemology, but is only
proved by corresponding demonstration.”66) Later in that text, he
66) Xiong Shili ji, 81.
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wonders: “Some may ask: Does not the study of Kongzi teach people to
commit themselves to matters of fact instead of talking about conscience
or ontological humanity, as seen in The Analects? Says: The records of
disciples asking about human nature have been a lot in The Analects,
and why not look at those? Kongzi has lived for more than 70 years,
with up to 3000 students, in which 72 know Six Classical Arts and the
utmost dao. As can be seen, his discourses about studies are quite
complex, while the Analects is only a pamphlet, and there is no doubt
that the records on it are limited. However, the topics about human
nature occupy large spaces of the book. It is because Kongzi commits
himself to seeking human nature that his disciples straightforwardly ask
about it. Similar to Kongzi’s talking about human nature, later
Confucians such as Wang Yangming applies themselves to carrying out
in good intuitive terms. As is known to all, the intuitive conscience is
also ontological heart-mind.”67) That Kongzi commits himself to human
nature is one thing, while “never talking about human nature” is another.
In the passage just cited, it is clear that Xiong Shili confuses the two.
His New Cittamatra is not so much development of Kongzi studies as a
continuation of Wang Yangming’s study of heart. Another Modern New
Confucian, Xu Fuguan 徐複觀, simply passes over Kongzi to treat
directly with Mengzi, claiming that:
Mengzi’s doctrine of human good nature is world-shaking great discovery of
human beings, within which everyone is a cosmos, a universality, or
eternality. One’s destiny can be seen, mastered, and resolved through one’s
nature and heart-mind. Just from self-consciousness of nature and
heart-mind, everyone can obtain satisfactory and self-sufficient settlement
without seeking outside.68)

Regrettably, this “world-shaking great discovery” lacks a reliable
theoretical basis and cannot resolve people’s destiny as easily as Xu
Fuguan supposes.
Although Modern New Confucians differ from traditional Confucians in that
they have some knowledge about western philosophy, they tend to either dabble
in it but ultimately dismiss it as overemphasizing physical science instead of
metaphysics or keep the standpoint of Chinese studies while making use of and
misinterpreting western studies. Xiong Shili asserts: “Western philosophy and
science lack wonderful meaning and values for study.”69) Fang Dongmei 方東美
67) Xiong Shili ji, 174.
68) Xu Fuguan ji, 281.
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even goes far as to acknowledge that:
The development of western philosophy in modern times follows the route
of logical science, and aims at realizing subjective and objective world,
emphasizing epistemology. If Chinese philosophy is to be understood in this
way, only penalty term school (represented by Hui Shi 惠施 and Gong
Sunlong 公孫龍) and Moist (revisionist school of Moism) in the warring
states period can be studied, which declined after the Qin dynasty. I do not
take the path of logical science here.70)

Too often, these thinkers do not realize that modern Western
philosophy diversion into epistemology is made to avoid repeating the
failures of ancient ontology. This attempt to conceal the “difference of
ancient and modern” under the guise of “discrimination of eastern and
Western” is rather pervasive among Modern New Confucians. Zhang
Junmai asserts: “There is a big question about the distinction between
Chinese and Western philosophy. The question includes three points: First,
the human world is emphasized in the east, while the physical world is
highlighted in the West; second, values of good or bad is focused on in
the East, while it is held secondary in the West; morality is hung on
knowledge is the east, while the opposite is in the West.”71) The popular
comparison of Eastern and Western philosophy is obviously shallow.
Among the Modern New Confucians, Mou Zongsan 牟宗三 is
perhaps most famous for his attainments in western philosophy. He not
only translated the Three Critiques of Kant, but also committed himself
to well digesting and completely understanding both Eastern and Western
philosophy. Unfortunately, by departing from the standpoint of
constructing Confucian ontology, Mou Zongsan fails to understand Kant’s
creation of the Critique of Pure Reason; instead, he transforms the
Critique of Practical Reason in a way that is not as successful as he
would have liked it to be. In order to prove his viewpoint, he utilizes
Kant’s differentiation between phenomenon and the thing-in-itself (物自體).
For Kant, people can only understand phenomena in time and space, but
have no access to the thing-in-itself, which while it may exist behind or
beneath the phenomenon is ultimately unavailble to us and thus
something that we cannot comment upon. But Mou Zongsan refused to
take the thing-in-itself as a fact, negating the unknowability of the
69) Xiao, Wenxue jianwang lu, 111.
70) Fang Dongmei ji, 46.
71) Zhang Junmai ji, 406.
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Kantian thing-in-itself; furthermore, he insisted that thing-in-itself is the
root of human value, and is a moral or ethical entity which could be
recognized through sensible intuition. In this way, he hands the
metaphysics that Kant declines to construct in epistemology over to
“theory of gongfu 功夫” in traditional Confucianism, that is, the process
of comprehending moral ontology through sensible intuition. While’s
Kant’s epistemology is based on the premise of perception that is shared
by human beings and is pervasive, the conclusions Mou draws from
sensible intuition are inherited from Wang Yangming and are similarly
improvable. As is known to us, Wang Yangming suggested that one
could achieve the clarity of heart-mind and human nature through the
gongfu of determination, dhyana, and chastening in affairs, and posited
that reaching the realm of “Gongfu appears together with realization of
the root, merging objects and self, inside and outside thoroughly”72). This
notion of gongfu saturated with meditation is tinted with religious
mystery, and thus totally unrelated to the philosophical premise of
modern epistemology. Since everyone has his/her own gongfu, if your
gongfu cannot reach my realm, then your gongfu is not good enough,
while the validity of my gongfu cannot get your recognition. Thus,
although this attempt to pass through ontology while avoiding strict
epistemology looks pragmatic and succinct, it gets nowhere theoretically,
leading to the failure of fideism.
Finally, since Modern New Confucians attempt to found their ethical
theories on a philosophical metaphysics that transcends time and space,
they tend to deem Confucian ethics as possessing the universal value.
Mou Zongsan asserts:
The study of Confucianism has developed thousands of years from ancient
time to today, and it represents the constant dao. The Chinese always talk
about the constant dao that has two meanings: one is the constancy that is
passing through; the other is universality that is fit for everyone, or that is
extensive and universal for all human beings.73)

Everyone lives in given cultural circumstance, inheriting value ideas
from our ancestors. Thus, we tend to believe that this idea of value is
absolutely right and reasonable. For Chinese living under the circumstance of
Confucian ethical culture, the relationships of “love with distinctions” between
and among monarch and minister, father and son, brothers, and husband and
72) Wang Yangming quanji, 117.
73) Mou, “Cong rujia de dangqian shiming shuo zhongguo wenhua de xiandai yiyi,” 154.
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wife constitute the constant dao. For westerners living under the cultural
circumstances of Christianity, human life is seen as given by God, and
because all are equal before God, there should be no personal distinction
between monarch and minister, father and son, brothers and sisters, or
husband and wife, and thus there exists no disposition of constant dao. For
an Indian living under the cultural circumstances of Brahmanism, one’s life is
given by parents while one’s soul is obtained through Retribution and
Samsara, thus still no disposition of constant dao exists.
In history, we have seen thinkers in many countries try to ontologize
the ethical standard they have inherited or wish to promote in order to
intensify ideology’s influence. Chinese thinkers claim that “heaven does not
change, and dao is also unchanging”; Westerners posit the existence of
“innate human rights.” But the fact is that nothing stays still in the world:
heaven is changing and dao is changing too; rather, we might say that
human dao is generated, not discovered, and that human rights are not innate,
but obtained through struggle! Thus, in the historical context of globalization,
any effort to ontologize the ethical system of a certain nation and impose it
on other nations is detrimental or even dangerous. Therefore, we would rather
seek to determine the social and historical basis of existence of different
ideologies than dogmatize the ethical values that we hold onto like the fabled
frog in the well. According to historical materialism, the ethical system of a
nation neither drops from the sky nor is inherent in people’s heads; rather, it
is constructed under certain historical situations. It is for this reason that the
ethical system of the Chinese differs from that of Westerners or Indians.
Also, it is for this reason that the differing ethical systems of various nations
have generally followed a pattern of gradual convergance in the historical
context of globalization.
In general, the authors of this article do not dispute that various stages
of Confucian theory, including ancient Confucianism, Han Confucianism and
Neo-Confucianism, have exerted important influence and even had positive
effects on society. However, in our contemporary global context, if we want
to make the development of Confucianism a steady accumulation of
“knowledge” instead of widely disputed “opinions,” if we actually want
Confucianism to participate in international discourse instead of “speaking” on
its own, and if we really want Confucianism to influence human beings
instead of initiating cultural “conflict,” we should settle down and reflect on
Confucianism from a modern epistemological perspective.
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從不語天神到奢談天德
――儒家思想的遷移
陳 炎 ․ 孟 慶 雷

中文摘要
作爲儒家學派的開創者，孔子本著“知之爲知之，不知爲不知”的理性精
神，“不語怪、力、亂、神”，對經驗世界之外的信仰本體采取“存而不
論”、“敬而遠之”的態度。這種樸素的“理性精神”不僅避免了原始儒學宗
教化的發展方向，而且區分了經驗世界與超驗世界的知識閾限，暗合了現
代化的知識標准。然而自子思、孟子以降，後儒們爲了將建立在親子血緣
關系之上的儒學本體化，便試圖在天、道、性、命之中尋找人倫法則的先
驗依據，從而僭越了經驗世界與超驗世界的知識閾限，背離了原始儒學的
理性精神，陷入了形而上學的思辨誤區。因此，剔除這些獨斷論的話語體
系，不僅可以還原儒學的本來面目，而且有助於建構一種符合現代知識標
准的、能夠與世界對話的中國儒學。
關鍵詞：孔子, 儒學, 經驗, 超驗, 知識, 信仰

